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Abstract:Social commerce or social business has been in a rapidly developing stage and making a strong 
effect on organizations and people. Business model innovation is an important source of company’s competi-
tiveness and an useful method for the challenge of the decreasing economy growth rate and the reconstruction 
of economy. Business model innovation should more involve social commerce in. This article discusses the 
14
research path of social commerce application in business model innovation. It asserts that the perspective 
of use value and virtual value in generalized virtual economy theory can play an important guided role in the 
research of social commerce application in business model innovation. The research of social commerce 
application in business model innovation is closely related with many complexity factors, such as people’s 
intelligence and behavior, system structure. The study would get better achievement with the methodolo-
gys of complexity sciences and behavioral sciences. This article emphatically analyses the methodology of 
agent-based computational experiment in complexity sciences.
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